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Corticobasal Degeneration (CBD) 

 

TOP RESOURCES 
 
Brain Support Network has reviewed most of the resources available on CBD.  In our 
opinion, these are the most helpful resources for caregivers in 2014:   
 
Atypical Parkinsonism Symposium 
This symposium featured Dr. Irene Litvan, one of the world’s top experts on CBD, 
giving the keynote on atypical parkinsonism as well as the break-out session on 
CBS/CBD.  This October 2012 Stanford University (SF Bay Area) event was recorded, 
and the video is available online.  A DVD is available through CurePSP (sponsor of 
recording) or Brain Support Network (one of the organizers). 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmbEn5aJoUT_sXo6CSSKw9Q 
 
UCSF Memory & Aging Center Overview of CBD 
This is a good overview of the signs and symptoms of CBD. 
memory.ucsf.edu/education/diseases/cbd 
 
The AFTD Overview of CBS 
This is a good overview of the three categories of clinical features of CBS. 
www.theaftd.org/understandingftd/disorders/corticobasal-degeneration 
 
“Your Personal Guide to PSP” (and CBD) 
The first section of this 110-page booklet has an excellent introduction to PSP and 
CBD, with a focus on symptoms such as cognition/mood, mobility/falls, fatigue/ sleep, 
pain, swallowing, vision, and bladder/bowel.  Published April 2013 by The PSP 
Association (UK).  The group uses the term “PSP” as shorthand for both conditions. 
www.pspassociation.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/PT030-13-8-Personal-Guide-
to-PSP1.pdf 
 
UCSF PSP/CBD Research Update 
This Februray 2014 conference focused on what UCSF Memory and Aging Center 
researchers have learned thus far about PSP and CBD, and what research is 
underway.  Most of the eight talks are about 14 minutes in length.  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=56JAzPba59E&list=PL19WIAKy1fsN7vpgL7_Rt8iCnw18f
h1j1&index=1 
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"CBD: Some Answers" 
3-page overview of CBD, written by the now-defunct WeMove organization.  Available 
on CurePSP’s website, and last reviewed by them in April 2011. 
www.psp.org/file_download/43d1a521-046f-4871-a9a3-e7362c031cd5 
 
“Update on PSP and CBD” 
This update was given by neurologist Dr. Rajeev Kumar at the CurePSP family 
conference in Denver in October 2013.  Recorded presentation is available online. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6cRgTiy03s&list=PLID1PzLG_zrewiQcTjqG7zU2
72oWEZsYY&index=1 
 
“Challenges in the Management of CBD” 
This October 2010 update on CBD was given by Dr. Litvan, one of the world’s top 
experts on CBD.  In this CurePSP webinar, Dr. Litvan reviews the three common 
clinical presentations of CBD.  The recorded presentation is available online. 
curepsp.na5.acrobat.com/p40999099/   
Notes on webinar:  forum.psp.org/viewtopic.php?t=8575 
 
“Behavior/Cognitive Issues with PSP, CBD & FTD” 
This CurePSP webinar was presented by Dr. Brad Boeve, one of the US’s experts on 
CBD, in April 2010.  Dr. Boeve examines how various CBD symptoms are managed.   
http://www.psp.org/file_download/81337c8a-84ff-4873-8f62-ad874ecbf9c8 
Notes on webinar:  forum.psp.org/viewtopic.php?t=8410 
 
"Exploring diagnosis, management and best practice interventions in relation to 
PSP, MSA, and CBD” 
This November 2009 conference for allied health professionals (RNs, PTs, OTs, STs, 
social workers, etc) in Melbourne, Australia was recorded.  One of the world's top 
researchers of CBD, Dr. David Williams, based in Melbourne, is featured.  The multi-
hour conference is broken into 10-minute online video segments.    
https://wwwyoutube.com/results?search_query=progressive+supranuclear+palsy+We 
stymedia&aq=f 
 
"A Guide for People Living with PSP, CBD, and Other Atypical Parkinsonian 
Disorders” 
118-page booklet from CurePSP, last updated in September 2012.  
www.psp.org/file_download/bdbad4d5-6215-4624-9aec-6f909f459fb5 
 
"Finding Meaning with Charles" 
Book by Janet Edmunson, whose husband Charles had CBD. 
www.findingmeaningwithcharles.com 


